
Introduction. The study of other bodies (planets and satellites) of the Solar System, and especially Mars, is a very attractive form of introducing to the Obligatory Secondary Education students on the Planetary Sciences in general, and to the Planetary Geology in particular [1,2]. Moreover, to study other planets is a very useful tool to consolidate the basic geological knowledge contents in the curriculum of subjects, like Geology and Sciences of the Earth and of the Environment, imparted in the Secondary Education in Spain [1,2,3]. If the didactic activities are reinforced with the employment of informatic tools, will be obtained a better learning of the concepts that are intended to teach [4]. In this work we show an activity about the geology of Mars, employing informatic tools, developed within a greater didactic unit on Planetary Geology [3].

Objective. The objective of that didactic activity is to introduce to the students, between 14 and 17 years old, on the geology of Mars after have studied the shapes of the relief, the processes and the energetic sources that control the terrestrial geology. This activity is only one more of others activities contained in the designated didactic unit "Portrait of the solar family" [4] created for students of Geology of the Obligatory Secondary Education (ESO).

Materials. For the development of that didactic activity were necessary the topographic data of Mars and the general photomosaics, obtained as describe Montoya et al. (2003) [5]. In the same way, the digital videos were developed with the mentioned topographic data and employing the computer program 3Dems, in a very similar way that is employ by these authors to obtain the images of the 3D digital elevation models [5]. These videos show some virtual overflies over the surface of Mars represented through digital elevation models 3D (Fig. 1). These videos were requiring the net employment red-blue glasses that were elaborated by the students that previously they had developed other activity employing three-dimensional images and anaglyphs of the martian surface [5]. In order to facilitate the work of the students, counting with a form in which they have to describe the most characteristic features observed, to accomplish geological maps and to locate in a schematic martian map (Fig. 2), in a approximate way, the area overflied in each one of the videos.

Martian geology. The selection of the more important martians geological feature was based on the descriptions finding in the general available bibliography [6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. The regions and geological features that were employed to generate the digital videos were: highlands, lowlands, dicotomy, polar regions, impact craters, channels, volcanoes and canyons.

Metodology. The simplified study of the general geology of Mars was developed once the pupils studied, in a detailed way, the geology of the Earth, like it is demanded in the curriculum of the Geology subject in the Obligatory Secondary Education in Spain. The methodology consisted, first, in the observation of some digital videos that were showing, with three-dimensional digital elevation models of the surface of Mars, the most important features of this planet, in order to that the students, in a individual way, located and described, with the aid of a form, the more interesting geological and characteristic features observed. After the observation of all the digital videos and once filled the forms, is accomplished a set in common with the observations made for all the pupils in order to complement the the most interesting characteristics of the martian geological features. Once it ended this phase, the activity was complemented with the visit of a researcher on Planetary Geology in order to solve the emerged doubts and to reinforce the knowledge acquired with new data based on the last more relevant investigations.

Fig. 1: Example of two frames of the digital videos used in this activity in which are shown some of the most important features of the surface of Mars: the cannons (left) and volcanoes (right).

Fig. 2: Schematic map of Mars where the pupils should represent the approximate area of the overfly observed in the digital videos (from Beatty and Chaikin, 1990 [8]).